
Tyler Myles Vega, Precinct 707 Port Townsend

Candidate Statement

I am running to make a difference. We are in the great transformation of our time and 
how we step forward in these moments will define our fate. I am a strong proponent of 
proportional representation, a multi-party/parliamentary style government, alternative 
voting systems such as Ranked Choice Voting (RCV) and Score Runoff (STAR) voting as 
well as the usual progressive issues; Universal Healthcare, the Green New Deal, free 
higher education, police reform, etc... One could argue that I am a staunch Sanders 
Democrat, and in a nutshell that would be correct. 

 I'm here because I have to be. The "Big Tent" model, a.k.a. the two party system, is 
broken and largely responsible for the extreme problems we face today including but 
certainly not limited to Donald J. Trump. Since we are still in a two party reality, the 
Democratic party must strive to represent the entire left, from the common moderate 
republican dressed as a democrat to the progressive left and beyond even to socialists and 
communists. I myself am simultaneously the chair of the state Progressive Party, and 
believe the future holds a seat at the table for all these factions on both sides of the aisle. 

Biography

Professional Experience: I'm 42, a father, sailor, and musician. I'm currently employed 
in a combination of landscaping, information technology (IT) and crew on various west 
coast ships. 

Education: My highest scholastic degree is an associates (Shoreline Community College), 
and I also have my A+ certification in IT as well as a captains license both of which I use 
professionally. 

Political Experience: I've run for office half a dozen times now and have been politically 
active in some way for my entire adult life. 

Community Service: My current community service focus is 3D printing and distributing 
personal protective equipment (PPE) to fight covid-19.

Contact Information: tyler.myles.vega@gmail.com


